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Welcome!

Together: Building the Internet of Careers®



Labor Market’s Defining 
Moment Is Now!



The Global Skills Gap
3 of every 4 (75%) companies have 
reported talent shortages and difficulty 
hiring – a 16-year high. 

Source: Manpower



Job Market Polarization 
By 2025, 85 million medium-wage jobs may be displaced by the shift in the 
division of labour between humans and machines and algorithms.
More jobs – 97 million – may emerge and they will be divided between 
high-wage and low-wage job categories

Source: World Economic Forum



Deepened Inequalities
If your father is in the bottom earnings quartile in the U.S. 
you have 5 times less chance to be in the top earnings 
quartile than if he was on the top earnings quartile 

Source: OECD



The Rising Tide of 
Non-Standard Employment
40% of companies in developing and 
transition countries and 23% in developed 
countries use non-standard employment

Source: International Labour Organization



Currently at 59 million and counting; 
freelancing is poised to become the 
U.S. majority workforce by 2027

Source: “Freelancing in America” study, Upwork

Employment Redefined



The current global estimate is that there were 
around 300 million international migrants in the 
world last year, more than at any point in human 
history

Source: United Nations

The Age of 
Mass Migration



The lack of a trusted data 
layer is the one impediment 
for innovation in the job 
market



Claim Own DiscloseStack

Together: building the Internet of Careers®

Enabling a rich verifiable 
self-sovereign career identity is 
the ‘Great Transformer’ of the 
global labor market we’ve been 
waiting for. 

It will radically change the way 
people navigate their career and 
livelihood, and how employers 
make talent decisions, and enable 
the true digital transformation of 
the job market. 



A public, decentralized network, controlled and governed by its 
participants. Its decentralized nature eliminates the risk for 
participants associated with platform lock-in and will drive adoption 
at scale as well as get the support of governments and regulators. 

#context_worth_mentioning

The emergence of distributed ledger technologies made it possible to build and run decentralized networks that are controlled and governed by their members that will be 
sharing its value. Cryptographic tokens are the new way of providing incentives for the creation of open protocols and for governing their evolution. 

Blockchain is no longer just about bitcoin or cryptocurrencies in general. Instead, it can be seen as a disruptive, revolutionary technology which will have major impacts on 
multiple aspects of our lives. The revolutionary power of such technology compares with the revolution sparked by the World Wide Web and the Internet in general. Just as 
the Internet is a means of sharing information, so blockchain technologies can be seen as a way to introduce the next level: sharing value.

The Secret Sauce

https://continuations.com/post/148098927445/crypto-tokens-and-the-age-of-protocol-innovation
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